Dear drivers,
It ś with much regret that once again, we have to announce the postponement of KWC
2020/2021 to July 26th through July 30th 2022 to be raced at KARTODROMO DE VIANA in
Viana do Castelo/Portugal. We find that with the present travel restricitions it becomes
impossible to race a World championship anywhere in the world. We expect that these
restrictions however shall be more flexible for europeans at least by July 2021.
We decided to organize with the KWC host Kartodromo de Viana and KWC crew, the PKC –
Portugal Kart Cup on July 23, 24, and 25. It ś a smaller, shorter, cheaper version of KWC and
valid for the KWC world ranking. Those that have already made travel plans to Portugal may
want to change slightly these plans instead of canceling.
Here is the data:
FORMAT: Six qualifying races (3 on friday, and 3 on saturday + one final on Sunday morning
preceeded by a Match Race on Sunday the 25th. No drop results.
PRIZE: No medals, we want to avoid frequent or long podium cerimonies. - Three trophees
for overall, three trophees for women, three trophees for Juniors, and three trophees for
másters.
- 3 KWC entries as final prize. The entries will be distributed the following way;
a) Entry 1 – To the Champion.
b) Entry 2 – To P2 as long as the winner of this entry has not received a free entry on one of
the previous KWC qualifiers or KWC 2019. If P2 is part of one of these two situations then
the entry will follow to the next position until we find a driver tht did not get a free KWC
entry.
c) Entry 3 – To the best portuguese driver in the standings. If Entry 1 or 2 were given to a
portuguese driver then P3 will be given to the third best portuguese driver in the standings.
COST: Eur 290,00. There are no free entries.
Refund policy
For all refunds we deduct the transfer cost and credit card charges.
If the driver wants to use his KWC 2020/2021 entry fee credit to pay for his PKC entry, he
may do so and get a refund of Eur 200,00
Furthermore, we inform that all drivers signed up for KWC 2020/2021 may request a refund
of Eur 470,00
For both types of refund you MUST send an e-mail to poul@kwcsports.com.br informing ALL
your bank details (iban/bic) and the method used for signing up. Please keep in mind that by
canceling your entry you run the risk of paying a new higher entry price for 2022. The
message must be sent by June 30th 2021. If we don t́ get the message it is understood that
you want to remain in the list for KWC 2022 and normal refund policy will be aplied after
June 30th. For those that earned their entries in KWC 2019 or through one of our qualifier
series these entries remain valid for KWC2022.

